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HOUSE BILLS

RESOURCES -HJ 00397
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMENO. BY CCMHUNITY
AFFAIRS -HJ 00499; NOW IN NATURAL RESOURCES
WITHO•AWN FROM NATUaAL RESOURCES -HJ 00761; PLACFO ON
CALENOAR
IOEN./SIM. SENATE BILL SUBST!TUTEO: LAIO ON TABLE UNOER
•ULE, IOEN./SIM./COHPA,E BILL PASSEO, REFER TO SB 1286
(CH. 79-5141 -HJ 00798

H 1628 GENEPAL BILL 8Y TRANSPORTATION
CCNSULTANTS COMPETITIVE NEGOTIATION; REVISES PROCEDURES RE EVALUATION
SELECTION OF .,.Ms OFFERING TO PaOVIOE ENGINEERING SERVICES TO o .o.T.
•EVISES P•OCEDURES FOa AWARD OF ENGINEERING CONTRACTS BY O.O.T. UNOER
CQNSULTANTS• COMPETITIVE NEGOTIATION ACT. AMENOS 287.055.
EFF=E( T 1VE DATE: 10/01/79.

05/01/79

HOUSE

05/10/79

HOUSE

05/22/79
05/23/79

HOUSE
HOUSE

05/24/79

HOUSE

05/29/79 SENATE
06/06/79 SENATE

INTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS

-HJ oo�oq

COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
8Y GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -HJ 00510
PLACED ON S PECIAL OROER CALENOAR
REAO SECONO TIME -HJ 00710: AHENOMENTS AOOPTEO
-HJ 00711
•FAO THlRO TIME: PASSEO AS AHENOEO: YEAS 59 NAYS 38
-HJ 00743
RECEIVED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL CPERATICNS,
TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00616
OlEO IN COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL OPEaATIONS

H lb29 GfNFRAL BILL BY NATURAL RESOURCES !SIMILAR H 0987, S 0985, S 11281
ENVl•ONHENTAL LANO/WATER HGT.; PROVIOES THAT DEVELOPER OF A REGIONAL
!>PACT OEVELOPHENT LOCATEO IN JURISOICTION OF A LOCAL GOVT. THAT HAS
•□OPTED ZONING ORDINANCE SHALL HAVE RIGHT TO REQUEST FROM REGIONAL
PLANNING •GENCY A OETE•HINATION OF ISSUES •E PROPOSED OEVELOPHENT, ETC.
•MENDS 380.0b. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
05/01/79 HOUSE lNT•□OUCEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00409
Oo/06/79 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 1630 GENEPAL 81LL BY NATURAL RESOURCES ISIHILAR S 12401
ENVIRONMENTAL LjNO/WATER MGT.; PROVIDES EXEMPTION FROM STATE
•EOUl•EMFNTS OF REGIONAL IMPACT DEVELOPMENT. AMENDS 380.06.
EFF,CTIVE OATE: 10/01/79.
05/01/79 HOUSE INT•ooucEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00409
05/09/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECl•L ORDER CALENOAS
D5/10/79 HOUSE •EAO SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00504
05/l5/7q HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, RECOMMITTED
06/06/79

HOUSE

TO NATURAL RESOURCES -HJ QQ54q

DIED IN COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES

H 1631 GENERAL BILL BY COMMERCE, GUSTAFSON
DISPOSITION/UNCLAIMED PROPERTY ACT; EXP,NOS DEFINITION OF CERTAIN TERMS
FOR PU.POSES OF SAID ACT; ELIMINATES REQUIREMENT THAT P•OPERTY HELO BY
BANKING o• FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION HUST BE PAID, OEPOSITEO o• MADE WITHIN
STATE TO ALLOW STATE TO CLAIM CERTAIN P•OPERTY, ETC. AMENDS
717.02-.03, .08, .I0,.27. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
05/01/79 HOUSE INTRODUCEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00409
05/04/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
05/08/79 HOUSE •EAO SECOND TIME -HJ 00479
05/09/79 HOUSE READ THIRO TIME; PASSED: YEAS 112 NAYS
O -HJ 00495
05/17/79 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 00472
Ob/06/79 SENATE OIEO IN COMMITTEE ON CCMMERCE
�-ENERAL BILL/CS BY APP•OPRIATIONS, HEALTH t REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
�SIMILAR CS/S 11891
MENTAL HEALTH; •EVISES MENTAL HEALTH ACT; PROVIOES LEGISLATIVE INTENT RE
"PLACEMENT" RATHER THAN •HOSP1TALlZAT10N" & RE EMPLOYMENT OF LEAST
PESTP1Cl1VE MEANS Of lNTERVENTIO�; DEFINES "MENTAL HEALTH PROF�SSICNAL"
TO INCLUDE PHYSICIANS t OTHER SPECIFIED PRACTITIONERS, ETC. AMENDS CH.
394 t B27.09. EHECTIVE OATE: 10/01179.
OS/Ol/1q

HOUSE

T.6.RGETEO FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT;

(ONllNUfO ON NEXT PAGE

INTRODUCED, REFERRED

07/19/79
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05/01 /79
05/03/79
05/22/79

HOUSE
HOUSE

05/23/79
05/24/79

IIOUSE

HOUSE

05/29/79 SENATE
05/30/79

MOUSE

06/06/79

MOUSE
MOUSE

06/ l 8/79
06/29/79

PAGf. 368

TO APP•□PRIATIONS -HJ 00409
SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON HRS/CRIMINAL JUSTICE
COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00683; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER C•LENOA•
C/S READ FIRST ANO SECOND TIMES -HJ 00703
READ THIRO TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; C/S PASSED AS
AMENDED: YEAS 96 NAYS II -HJ 00737
RECEIVED, REFERRED TO WAYS ANO MEANS; WITHDRAWN FROM
WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00b40; PLACED ON SPECIAL OROEP
CALENDAR; PASSED AS AHENOEO; YEAS 34 NAYS
0
-SJ 00645
CONCu••Eo: C/S PASSED AS FURTHEP AMENOEO: YEAS 9B NAYS
0 -HJ 00888
o•DE•EO ENG•OSSEO, THEN ENROLLED
SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 79-298

H 1633 GENEPAL BILL BY GOVE•NMENTAL OPERATIONS
H l 1101

ISIHILA• CS/S 0419, COMPARE

PURCHASING OIV.; AUTHORIZES DIVISION TO CMJVASS ALL scuaCES OF SUPPLY t

CC'NTPACT FOR PURCHASE,

LEASE OR ACOU!SlllON IN AN Y MANNER, 1NCLIJQ1NG

PURCHA!E BY INSTALLMENT SALES OR LEASE PURCHASE CONTaHT ING, ETC., OF
COMMODITIES REOUIREO BY STATE GOVERNMENT OR ITS AGENCIES, ETC. AMENDS

287.042, .062.

05/01/79
05/09/79

EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.

HOUSE
HOUSE

JNTROOUCEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00409
PLACED ON SPEClAL OROEP CALENDAR

05/17/79

llOUSE

05/18/79

HOUSE

READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENT ADOPTED; IOEN./SJM. SENATE

BILL SUBSTITUTED -HJ 00596
LAID ON TABLE UNDER •uLE. IOEN./SIM./COMPA•E BILL

PASSED, REFER TO SB 419 (CH. 79-'121 -HJ 00623

H 1634 GfNERAL BILL 8Y GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
BONO FINANCE QIVISION; IGENE•AL SERVICES DEPT.I; PROVIDES FOR DEPOSIT OF
MONFYS IN EXCESS OF WORKING CAPITAL •ESE•VE OF BONO FEE TRUST FUND INTO
BONO SINKING FUND ACCOUNTS. AMENDS 216.65. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.

05/01/79
05/03/79
06/0b/79

HOUSE
HO\ISE
HOUSE

INT•□OUCEO, REFE•RED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00409
SUBPEFERPEO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENEPAL GOVERNMENT
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

H 1635 GENERAL BILL BY GOVE.NMENTAL OPERATIONS ISIHILAR ENG/S 10161
STATE MHIPOWEO PLANNING ACT; RENAMES SAID ACT THE STATE EMPLOYMENT t
T•AINING ACT t RENAMES STATE MANPOWE• SERVICES COUNCIL THE STATE
EMPLOYMEN1 t TR AINING COUNCIL; PROVIDES THAT BALANCE OF STATE PRJMt
SfONSOR ADVISORY COUNCIL BE APPOINTED BY GOVEPNOR, ETC.

20, 12S, 230.

05/01/79

HOUSE

05/03/79
05/2B/79

HOUSE
HOUSE

05/29/79
06/01/79

HOUSE
HOUSE

EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01179.
INTRODUCED,

AMENDS CHS. 13,

REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00410

SUBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENE.AL GOVFRNMENT
COMM. REPOST: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APP•□PalATIONS -HJ 00848
PLACED ON SPECIAL OROER CALENO•R
!OEN./SIH. SENATE BILL SUBSTITUTED: L•ID ON TABLE UNDER
RULE, IOEN./SIH./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO SB 1016
ICH. 79-2611 -HJ 01129

ti 163b GENEPAL BILL BY GOVEPNHENTAL OPE•ATIONS !SIMILA• S 102bl
COMPTROLLER; AUTHORIZfS COMPTROLLER TO USE CE•TAIN GENE•AlLY ACCEPTED
• UDITING P•□CEOURES IN CARRYING OUT HIS DUTIES. AMENDS 17.03,
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
05/01/79 HOUSE INTROOUCEO, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00410
05/09/79 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL OROE• CALENDAR
05/17/79 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00597
05/18/79 HOUSE IOEN./SIM. SENATE BILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER
RULE, IOEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO SB 1026
ICH. 79-951 -HJ 00625
H 1637 GENF•AL BILL BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS !SIMILAR S 12701
GOVfPNMENTAL •EORG,NIIATION; DELETES PROVISION WHICH ESTABLISHED GENERAL
PEf.lJIATJON OJV.; R EPEALS PROVISION WHICH NAMfS ELECTRONIC REPAf� ACT. OF
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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05/lb/79 SENATE
05/18/79 SENATE
06/0b/79 SENATE

HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS
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NOW IN WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00437
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON WAYS ANO MEANS

I 11 BI GENEPAL BILL BY JOHNSTON
HEALTH-CARE FACILITIES: PROVIDES THAT ANY PROJECT FOR WHICH AN EXEMPTION
FFOM THE HELLTH FACILITIES t HEALTH SERVICES PLANNING ACT IS PROVIDED BY
381.497, F.S., SHALL REMAIN EXEMPT FROM SAID ACT, NOTWITHSTANDING THE
•EPEAL OF 381.4S7, IF CERTAIN CONDITIONS APE MET. EFFECTIVE DATE:
06/01/79.

04/24/79 SENATE
05/04/7S SENATE
05/15/7S SENATE

TNTROOUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES -SJ 0021S
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE HEALTH AND
REHABILITATIVE SFRVJCES
COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE BY
HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -SJ 00438

I 11 Bl GENEPAL BILL BY PETERSON
AO VALO�EM TAX ASSESSMENT; PROVIDES THAT PROPERTY APPRAISER, IN
OETER�INING JUST VALUE. SHALL NOT WEIGHT ANY INCREASE IN VALUATION DUE
Tr SALE OF SJMILAP PPOPERT!ES TO AN EXTENT GPEATER THAN A SPECIFIED
PPOPOR•l□N.
•MENDS 193.011. EFFECTIVE D•TE: 01/01/80.
04/24/79 SENtTE INTPODUCED: REFERRED TO WAYS t MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE D;
WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00219
04/27/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GR ANTED COM�lTTEE WAYS AND MEANS
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
05/09/79 SENATE
05/2217" SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
0i/06179 SENA 1 E DIED IN COMMITTEE ON WAYS ANO MEANS
S

I I 8J

GENEPAL BIL� BY PETEPSON AND OTHERS !COMPARE CS/H lbBSI
ECUCATION; DESIGNATES STATE BO. OF EDUCATION AS STATEWIDE COORDINATING/
PLANNING AGENCY FOR POSTSECON DARY ED. l PRESCPl�ES POWERS/FUNCTtONS/
•E SPONSIBIL !TIES: PROVIDES FOR QPERAT ION OF OCH STATE urnv. BY SEPARATE
�e. o• TRUSTEE\: REPEALS PROVISIONS RE BO. OF REGENTS MEMBERSHIP, ETC.
•E•E•LS 240.011. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/BO.
04/24/79 SENATF tNTROOUCEO, REFERRED 10 EOUCAllON, WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 0021 9
OS/03/7S SENATE C/S COMBINES THIS BILL AND S 1207 t S 346; COMM.
REPORT: C/S BY EDUCATION -SJ 00427
OS/11/79 SENATE NOW lN WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00427
0�/15/79 SENATE WITH()PAWN FPOM WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00435: PLACED ON
CALENDAR
0 6/0l/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REREFERRED 10 PULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ 00920
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IOEN./SJH./COMPAPE BILL PASSED,
REFEP TD HR lb8S ICH. 7S-222I

07/19/79

18:56

04/24/79 SENATE
05/J0/7S SfNHE
05/22/79 SENATE
Ob/Ol /7S SENATE
Ob/Ol/7S IIDUSE
06/18/79 SENATE
06/2B/7S

HISTORY OF SENATE BILLS
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INTPOOUCFO, REFERRED TO COMMERCE -SJ 0021S
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMEPCE
COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY COMMERCE
-SJ 00504
PASSED; Y EAS 28 NAYS
O -SJ 00793
PECEIVEO, PLACEO ON CAIENOAR; READ SECOND TIME: READ
THIPO TIME; PASSED; YEAS IOI N6YS
2 -HJ 01093
SIGNED bY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED TO GCVEPNOR
APPPOVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NQ. 79-267

S 11 86 GFNERAL Bill BY JOHNSTON
SA\ TWATER f1StiER1ES: PROHIBITS TAKING OF FC'OO FISH FROM WATERS WtHHN OR
WITH(lUT THIS STATE WITH A GILL NET HAVING A HANGING DEPTH OF MORE THAN
45 FEET AS MEASUPED FROM CORK LINE TO LEAD LINE. •MENDS 370.08.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/24/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO NATlJRAL RESOURCES ANO
CONSERVATION -SJ 0021S
05/07/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GR,NTEO COMMITTEE NATURAL RESOURCES
ANO CONSERVATION
05/11/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED 0N CALENDAR
BY NATUR•L RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION -SJ 00427
06/01/79 SENATE W!TIIORAWN FROM CALENDAR, REREFEPREO TO RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ OOS20
06/06/79 SENATE OIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
S 11 87 GENFPAL Bill BY HOLLOWAY !SIMILAR ENG/II 07171
OPIVFRS' LICENSFS; AUTHORIZES CLERKS o• COURT Tn SUBMIT OATA RE TRAFFIC
OFFErJIE DISPOSITIONS TO 11I GHWAY SAFETY t M.V. OEP!. IN AUTOSAlfO
F.6SIIION; REOUIRES DEPARTMENT TC ADOPT RULES C. PRC'CEOURES FOR 4UTOMATf0
RfPOPTJNG OF TRAFFIC DISPOSITIONS, ETC. AMENDS 43.41, 322.20,.25.
EFFFC1 IVE DATE: 01/01/80.
04/24/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION, WAYS AND MEANS
-SJ 0021S
05/04/7Q SENA T f EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE TR•NSPORTATION
05/08/7q SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00362
05/09/7S SE NA TE NOW IN WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00)6i
05/IR/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COH�ITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
00/06/7S SENATE OJEO IN COHMtTTEE, IOEN./SIH./COMPARE Bill PASSED,
R EFfP TO H8 7l7 (CH. 79-99)

S 11 88 GENE PAL Bl ll BY HA JR
NOTAPIES PUBLIC; PROVIDES THAT CERTAIN ACKNOWLFOGHENTS BfFORF A NOTARY
PUBLIC CONSTITUTE AN OATH; PROVIDES PENALTIES t METHOD OF TAKING
ACKNOWLEDGMENT BY A NOTARY . AMENDS 117.03,.07, 695.03. EFFECTIVE DATE:
10101 ns.
04/24/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00220
05/03/7S SENATE CO"IM. REPORT: FA\/ORAOLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY JlJDlClAPY-CIVIL -SJ 00346
S I 184 GENERAL SILL BY JOHNSTON !SIMILAR H 1699, COMPARE ENG/S C2661
05/ lb/N SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED AS AMENDED:
ESTATE T•>ES/JNTEREST t PENALTIES: PROV!OES THAT INTEPEST t PENALTIES
YEAS
39 NAYS
O -SJ 00466
ATTAIBUTHLE 70 ESTATE OR OTHER DEATH TAXES HAY BE CHARGED AGAINST TH(
05/IB/7S HOUSE PE(flVEO, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ C0610
PPJNCIPAL OR THE INCOME OF AN ESTATE OR A TRUST. AMENDS 738.05,.13.
06/06/79
HOUS'
OIEO
IN
COMMITTEE
ON JUDICIARY
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/24/7S SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, WAYS ANO MEANS�
GENERAL
BILL/CS
BY
HEALTH
ANO
REHABILITATIVE
SEPVICES, MYERS (SIMILAR
�
-SJ 002JS
(S/H lb321
05/07/7S SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GR ANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
MENTAL
HEALTH;
RFVJSES
MENTAL
HEALTH
ACT;
PROVIDES
LEGISLATIVE INTENT RE
05/18/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: F AVORABLE BY JUOl(IARY-CIVIL -SJ 00504
"PLACEMENT" RATHER THAN "HOSP ITALllATION" i RE EMPLOYMENT OF LEAST
05/21/79 SENATE NOW IN WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00504
RESTPJCTJVE
MEANS
OF INTERVENTION; DEFINES "MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL"
05/23/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FPOH WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00528; PLACED ON
TO INCLUDE PHYSICIANS t OTH E R SPECIFIED PRACTITIONERS, ETC. AMENDS CH.
CALENDAR
394 t 827.0S. EFFECTIVE DATE: IO/Ol/7S.
Ob/0l/7S SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALENDAR, REREFERREO TO RULES ANO
04/24/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE
CALENDAR -SJ OOS20
SERVICES, WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00220
06/00/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE, IOEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED,
05/04/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE HEALTH ANO
REFER TO SB 2b6 (CH. 79-3431
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
05/15/7S SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
IS!HILAR H lbB4I
S 118 5 GENERAL BILL BY HENDERSON
-SJ 00473
THERMAL EFFICIENCY CODE; PROVIDES THAT STANDAROS OF THE HODEL ENERGY
05/17/79 SENATE NOW IN WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00473
EFFICIENCY CODE FOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION MAY BE ACCEPTED FOR THERMAL
05/21/7S SENATE COMM. PEPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENOAP BY WtYS ANO
DESIGN t OPERATIONS FOR NEW NONRESIDENTIAL, NEW RESIDENTIAL DR RENOVATED
MEANS -SJ 00504
BUILDINGS. AMENOS 553.S04 -.906. EFFECTIVE DATE: Ob/28/79.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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05/29/79 SENATE
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PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; LAID ON TABLE UNDER
PULE, IOEN,/SIM./COMPAPE SILL PASSED, REFER TO HS 1632
(CH. 79-2961 -SJ 006•5

I 1190 GfNE•AL SILL SY HAIP (SIMILAR H 1•361
!NTEPEST RATES; PROVIDES PARITY RE INTEREST RATES CHJRGEO SY ANY LENDER
OF CPEDITOP WHO IS LICENSED DR CHARTE•EO UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
�GRTGAGE eROKERAGE ACT OR INSURANCE CODE t WHOSE BUSINESS IS LOCATED IN
THIS STATE.
AMENDS 687.12. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
O•l1•/79 SENATE INTFOOUCED, PEFEPREO TO COMMERCE, WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00220
05/10/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANlED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
0�/23/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMllTEE COMMERCE
Oo/Ob/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
S 119 l

S

l l '12

GENEFAL SILL SY MAXWELL (COMPARE CS/H O•l9, H 139., I 09661
SCHOOL SYSTEM PERSONNEL; AUTHORIZES EDUCATION DEPT. TO DENY APPLICANT A
TEACHING CERTIFICATE UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES; PROVIDES FOR REVIEW BY
PROF. PRACTICES COUNCIL t APPEAL TO COMMR. OF EDUCATION; PROVIDES FOR
SUSPENSION OR R�VOCATION OF (TFS., ETC. AMENDS 231.17,.28,.36,.57;
OEATES 23l.2Sl, EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/0l/79,
0•12•/79 SENATE INTPOOUCEO, REFERRED TC EDUCATION -SJ 00220
05/08/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
05/23/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF T IME GR ANTED COMMITTEE ECUCATION
06/0o/79 SENATc DIED IN COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
GENERAL SILL BY JENNE
PUBLIC OEFENOEPI; PPESCRISEI QUALIFICATIONS t DUTIES; SPECIFIES PERSONS
WHOM PUBLIC DEFENDER IS REQUIRED OR PERMITTED TO REPPEIENT; REQUIOES
APPOINTMENl ·oF P.O. o• PRIVATE COUNSEL TO REPRESENT CERTAIN PERSONS;
AUTHORIZES P.O. TO ACCEPT VOLUNTARY SERVICES, ETC. A�ENOS 27.50-.55,
.58,-.59,.53Ql, EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
04/24/79 SENATE INTPOOUCEO, REFE�RED 10 JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL, WAYS ANO
MEANS -SJ 00220
OS/09/19 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
05/23/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE J UOICIARY-CPIMINAL
OtJ/Ot:,/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUOICIARY·CRIMIN•L

S I I 93 GENEaAL SILL BY PETERSON (COMPARE H 01911
EOUC•TtON; PROVIDES FOR COMPARABILITY OF CERTAIN OATA; REQUIRES
COMMISSION OF EDUCATION TO CONDUCT CERTAIN STUDIES, ESTABLISH CERTAIN
STANDA RDS l DEFINE CERTAIN TERMS; PROVIDES THAT ALLOCATIONS TO
UNIVERSITIES SE BASED ON ASSIGNED ENROLLMENT, ETC. CREATES 229.516,
2 •0.079, 229.519; AMENDS 230.767. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/79.
0�/24/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFE�RF.O 10 EDUCATION, MAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00220
05/08/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED co••ITTEE EDUCATION
05/23/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
0b/0b/19 SfNATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON E0UCAT10N
S 11 9(, GENERAL Bill eY HAIR

LANO CONVEYANCES/TRUST DECLARATIONS; DELETES PROVISION REQUIRING
CONVEYANCES OF TRUST ESTATES TO SE UNDER SEAL. AMENDS 669.06.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/24/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00221
05/03/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 003•6
05/09/79 SENATE P ASSED; YEAS 27 NAYS
O -SJ 00373
05/14179 HOUSE •ECEIVEO, REFEFREO TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00513
0b/0b/19 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

I l 195 GENERAL SILL SY FECHTEL ANO OTHERS (IDENTICAL ENG/H 05331
WORTHLESS CHECKS t OPAFTS; PROHIBITS CASHING OR DEPOSITING OF CERTAIN
INSTPUHENTS AT eANKS OR DEPOSITORIES WITH INTENT TO DEFRAUD; PROVIDES
PEN•LTIES. AMENDS 632.05. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/79.
O•t2•/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00221
05/09/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON C•LENOAR SY
JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00396
05/17/79 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; IOEN./SIM. HOUSE SILL
C ONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

07/19/79

18:56

05/17/79

HISTORY OF SENATE SILLS

PAGE 306

SUBSTITUTED: LA ID ON TABLE UNOER RULE,
IOEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO HS 533 1(11,
79-981 -IJ oo•s6

I 1196 GENERAL SILL SY MAXWELL
(SIMILAR H 16341
MOTOR VEHICLE REPAIR; DEFINES TERMS; REQUIRES SAID REPAIR StillPS TO
PROVIDE SEPAIR OPOERS UNDER CERTAIN CIOCUMllANCES; PPEICOISES CONTENT OF
SUCH OOOERS; RESTRICTS IMPOSITION OF CHARGE FOR REPAIR ESTIMATE;
PROHIBITS OEHANO OF WAIVER OF CUSTOME R'S RIGtlTS UNDER ACT, ETC.
EFFECTIVE OHE: 10/01/79,
O•t2•/79 SENATE INTPOOUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, COMMERCE, WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00221
05/09/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COSMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
0512•179 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMSITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIPS
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC, COSMUNITY ANO CONSUaER
AFFAIRS
S I I 97 GfNE�Al Bill 8Y STUART

PUBLIC OFF ICERS t ESPLOYEES; MODIFIES RATES OF PES DIEM t SUBSISTENCE
ALLOWANCE FOR CERTAIN TRAVELERS. AMENDS ll2.0bl.
EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/24/79 SENATF tNTJlOOUCEO, REFERRED Tfl GOVfRNMENTAL OPERATIONS, WAYS
ANO MEANS -SJ 00221
05/01/79 SENATE WIT110RAWN FROM GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS •IJ 00302; NOW
IN WAYS ANO MEANS
05/02/79 SENATE IUSRFFERREO TO WAYS ANO MEANS SU9COMMITTEE
-IJ 00317;
NOW IN - WAYS ( MEANS
05/09/n SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GOANTEO COMSITTEE ••YI ANO MEANS
05/18/79 SENATE EXTfNSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
05/21/79 IENAlE COMM. PEPOPT: FAVOPABLE WITH AMfNO., PLACED ON CALfNOAR
BY WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00504
Ob/01/7<} SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM CALfNOAR, REPEFEAREO TC RULES ANO
CALENDAR -SJ 00920
06/06/79 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AN( CALENCAR

I 1198 GfNERH SILL SY FECHTEL !SIMILAR ENG/H 15561
MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSES; REQUIRES HIGHWAY SAFETY t MOTOR VEHICLE DEFT. TO
ISSUf A NfW PFRMANENT •ov• NUMERICAL LICENSE PLATE; PROVIDES FOR
PEISSUANCE AT 8-YEAR INTERVALS; PROVIDES FOR VALIDATION STICKERS t FOP
ANNUAL REVALIDATION; PROVIDES PENALTIES. AMENDS 320.084.
EFFE(TIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/24/79 SENATE INTPOOUCEO, REFEPREO TO TRANSPORTATION, WAYS ANO MEANS
·SJ 00221
05/03/79 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. SY TRANSPORTATION
-SJ 00346
05/04/79 SENATE NOW IN WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00346
05/09/79 SENA l E EXTENSION OF TIME GR ANTED COMMITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
05/17/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM W AYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00489; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
05130179 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDEP CALENDAR; AMENDMENTS AOOPTFO;
IOEN./SIM. HOUSE SILL SUBSTITUTED; LAID ON TABLE UNDER
RULE, IOEN./SJM./COMPARE SILL PASSED, REFER TO HS 1556
(CH. 79-2061 -SJ 00b11
S 1199 GENERAL SILL SY CHAMBERLIN
SCHOOL SY STEM PERSONNEL; DELETES REQUIREMENT THAT B EGINNING 7-1-81, NO
REGULAP TEACHING CERTIFICATE SHALL SE ISSUED UNTIL PERSON HAS COMPLETED
I YEAR OF TEACHING OR A YEAR-LONG INTERNSHIP. REPEALS 231.17131.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW,
0•12•/79 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION, WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00221
05/08/79 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECUCATION
05/lD/79 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM EDUCATION, WAYS ANO MEANS; INDEFINITELY
POSTPONED -SJ 00399
S 1200 GENFPAL BILL SY ANDERSON !COMPARE ENG/H 02791
PUBLIC OFFICERS t EMPLOYEES; RE GROUP INSURANCE; AUTHORIZES COUNTIES,
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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CHAPTER 79-296

CHAPTER 79-296

CHAPTER 79-298

Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 1632

Filed in Office Secretary of State July 3, 1979.
An
House Bill No. 1616
An

act relating to the Florida Crimes Compensation Act;
adding a paragraph to s. 960.04(1), Florida Statutes,
and amending paragraphs (c) and (e) of subsection (2)
thereof, providing for compensation
to
dependent
children of deceased victims of crimes who are related
to or residing with the person who committed the crime;
providing for retroactive effect of the act; providing
an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Paragraph (e) is added to subsection (1) of section
Section 1.
9fi0.04, Florida Statutes, and paragraphs (c) and (e) of subsection
(2) of said section are amended to read:
960.04

Eligibility for awards.--

(1)
Except as provided in subsection (2), the following persons
shall be eligible for awards pursuant to this section:
A d�endent child of a deceased victim of a crime who is
(e)
related to--or res idin.9. in the same household as the person who
committed the crime.
(2)

Any person who:

(c)
Is related within the third degree of consanguinity or
affinity to the person who committed the crime, except as provided in
subsection (l)(�):
(e) Resides in the same household as the person who committed the
crime, except as provided in subsection __ ll_l_i�Lt
shall not be eligible to receive an award with respect to such claim.
Section 2. This act shall extend to any child who would have been
eligible for an award under the provisions of this act after December
31, 1977.
Section 3.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law .

Approved by the Governor June 29, 1979.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 3, 1979.
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Approved by the Governor June 29, 1979.
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act relating to mental health; revising the Florida
Mental Health Act; amending s.
394.453,
Florida
Statutes; providing legislative intent with respect to
"placement" rather than "hospitalization" and with
respect to the employment of the least restrictive
means of intervention; amending various provisions of
said
act to accomplish such intent; amending s.
394.455(2), Florida Statutes, and adding subsection
(22); defining "mental health professional" to include
physicians and other specified practitioners; providing
duties
and
responsibilities
of
mental
health
practitioners under said act; defining "express and
informed consent"; specifying when such consent is
required under said act; amending s. 394.457(2), (6),
(8),
and (9), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement,
relating to responsibilities of the Department of
Health
and Rehabilitative Services, hearings, and
designation of treatment facilities;
amending
s.
394.459(1), (2), (3)(a), (4)(b), (5), (8), (9), (lO)(a)
and (12), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, relating
to
rights
of
patients;
providing for physical
and
informed
examinations; providing for express
consent
and
providing
procedures on refusal or
revocation thereof; providing for emergency treatment
without consent under certain conditions; providing for
appointment
of
guardian
advocate;
providing
requirements relating to reports of abuse; providing
for inclusion of human rights advocacy committees in
designation of representatives; providing conditions
for selection of the department as representative;
providing for consultation with patient; amending s.
394.460, Florida Statutes, relating to rights of mental
health
professionals;
amending
s. 394.461(3)(b),
Florida Statutes, relating to transfers of patients;
amending s. 394.4fi3, Florida Statutes, relating to
emergency admissions and court-ordered
evaluation;
providing criteria; revising requirements with respect
to selection of representatives; amending s. 394.465,
Florida Statutes, relating to voluntary admissions;
revising age requirements
and
time
limitations;
providing for a hearing; amending s. 394.467, Florida
Statutes, 1978 Supplement, relating to involuntary
placement;
providing
criteria;
providing
for
appointment of a guardian advocate
for
patients
incompetent to give consent; amending s. 394.469,
Florida Statutes, relating to discharge of patients;
amending s. 394.471, Florida Statutes, relating to
validity of prior orders; amending s. 394.473, Florida
Statutes, relating to mental health professionals'
fees; amending s. 394.475, Florida Statutes, relating
to acceptance of Florida residents from out-of-state
authorities; amending s. 394.477, Florida Statutes,
relating to residence requirements; amending s. 827.09,
Florida Statutes, relating to abuse
of
disabled
persons;
deleting
reference
to "developmentally"
disabled persons and providing that disabled persons
include those suffering from mental illness; revising
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days, persons who are and have been bona fide
for a period of not less than 1 year.

CHAPTER 79-298
residents

of

Florida

(2 )
Any person received pursuant to subsection (1) shall be
examined by the staff of the state facility hespieal where such
patient has been accepted which examination shall be completed during
the said 15-day period.
(3 )
If upon examination such a person requires continued
involuntary placement hespieali�aeieR, a petition for a hearing
regarding involuntary placement hespieali�aeieR shall be filed with
the circuit judge of the county wherein the treatment facility
receiving the patient is located or the county where the patient is a
resident.
(4 ) During the pendency of the examination period herein provided
for and the pendency of the involuntary placement hespieeli�eeien
proceedings herein provided for, such person may continue to be
detained by the treatment facility u nless the circuit judge having
jurisdiction enters his order to the contrary.
Section
read:

14.

Section

394.477,

Florida

Statutes, is amended to

394.477 Residence requirements.--No person shall be involuntarily
placed hespieeli�ee in a ereeefflene facility under the provisions of
�part who has not been a bona fide resident of the state
continuously for 1 year immediately preceding his
involuntary
placement hespieali�eeieR.
However, any person not a bona fide
resident of the state may be involuntarily placed hespieeli�ee in a
treatment facility pending transfer of said person back to the state
of his residence.
An indigent nonresident patient
shall
be
transferred to the state of his residence at the expense of the
county from which he was involuntarily placed hespieali�ee.
The
treatment facility, with the approval of the department, shall retain
any nonresident who cannot be transferred subject to the provisions
of this part.
�

Section 827.09, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

827.09
Abuse
penalties.-(1)

of

eeYelepffleR�ally

disabled

persons;

reports;

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

(a)
"BeYelePffieReally Disabled person" means any person who
suffers from a condition of mental retardation, epilepsy, cerebral
palsy, mental illness, or other disability which causes the person to
be substantially unable to protect himself from the abusive conduct
of others.
"Abuse" and "maltreatment" mean neglect, malnutrition,
(b)
physical or psychological injury inflicted other than by accidental
means, and failure to provide necessary treatment, habilitation,
care, sustenance, clothing, shelter,
SU?ervision,
or
medical
services.
(c) "Abused person" means any eevelepffleneelly disabled person who
has been subjected to abuse or whose condition suggests that he has
been abused.
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(d)
"Facility" means any public or private hospital, training
center, clinic, school,
or
other
program
or
service
for
aeYelepfflen�ally disabled persons.·
means
"Department"
(e)
Rehabilitative Services.

the

Department

of

Health

and

PURPOSE.--The purpose of this section is to provide for the
(2 )
detection and correction of
the
abuse
or
maltreatment
of
eevelepffleR�ally
disabled persons whose health and welfare are
adversely affected or further threatened by the abu�ive conduct of
others.
It is intended that the mandatory reporting of such cases
will cause the protective services of the state to be brought to bear
in an effort to prevent further abuse and to protect and enhance the
welfare of aevelepffleReally disabled persons.
(3 )

REPORTS OF ABUSE.--

(a)
Any person, including, but not limited to, any physician,
psychologist, nurse, teacher, social worker, employee of a public or
private facility serving eevelepffleneally disabled persons, or parent
of such eevelepffleReally disabled person, who has reason to believe
that a eevelepffleR�ally disabled person has been subjected to abuse
shall report, or cause reports to be made, to the department.
When
the attendance of any person with respect to a eevelepffleneally
disabled person is pursuant to the performance of services as a
member of a staff of a hospital, training center, clinic, school, or
similar facility, he shall also notify the person in charge of the
facility or his designated delegate, who shall also report or cause
reports to be made in accordance with the provisions of this section.
(b) Every facility serving eevelepffleReally disabled persons shall
inform residents of their right to report abusive practices and shall
establish appropriate policies and procedures to facilitate such
reporting.
(4 )

CONDITIONS PRELIMINARY TO S UBMISSION OF THE REPORT.--

(a)
In consideration of physical injury, the following items
shall be considered evidence of maltreatment before the report is
required:
1.

Characteristic distribution of fractures.

2.

Disproportionate amount of soft tissue injury.

3.
Evidence that injuries occurred at different times or are in
different stages of resolution.
4.

Cause of recent trauma in question.

5.

Family or facility history.

6.

History of previous episodes.

7.
No
new
lesions occurring during the abused person's
hospitalization or removal from custody of parent, custodian, or
facility.
(b)
In consideration of abusive conduct in facilities for the
eevelePffieR�ally disabled, in addition to those items enumerated in
1587
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paragraph (a}, the following items shall be considered evidence of
maltreatment before the report is required:

identifying eevele�ffle"�ally disabled persons will not be disclosed by
the applicant.

1.
Cruel and unusual disciplinary practices and procedures,
including, but not limited to, corporal punishment, seclusion or
excessive "time out" procedures, unnecessary or excessive medication,
and unnecessary or excessive use of physical restraints.

(8) TRANSMITTAL OF RECORDS.--With respect to any case of reported
abuse of a eevele�ffle"�ally disabled person, the department when
appropriate shall transmit all reports received by it, which shall
contain the results of the investigation, to the State Attorney of
the county where the incident occurred.

2. Evidence of inappropriate or harmful program, habilitation, or
treatment.
3.

Cause of the recent abusive conduct in question.

4.

Individual or facility history.

5.
Evidence
procedures.

of

degrading

and

dehumanizing

practices

and

(5)
NATURE AND CONTENT OF REPORT.--An oral report shall be made
immediately by telephone or otherwise to the department, followed as
soon thereafter as possible by a report in writing. Such reports
shall contain, if known, the
names
and
addresses
of
the
eevele�ffle"�elly disabled person and his parents or other persons
responsible for his care, other eevele�ffle"�ally disabled persons,
threatened by abusive conduct, the abused person's age, the nature
and extent of his disability, the nature and extent of the injuries,
and any other information that the reporter believes might be helpful
in establishing the cause of the injuries, abuse, or maltreatment and
the identity of the perpetrator.
(6)
RESPONSIBILITIES OF PUBLIC AGENCIES.--Upon receipt of a
report of abuse of a eevele�ffle"�ally disabled person, the department
shall cause an immediate investigation to be made and shall in turn,
when appropriate, notify the State Attorney. All state, county, and
local agencies have a duty to cooperate fully with the department,
transmit reports of abuse to the department, and protect and enhance
the
welfare
of
abused
eevele�ffle"�ally disabled persons and
eevele�ffle"�a±±y disabled persons potentially subject
to
abuse
detected by a report made pursuant to this section.
(7)
CENTRAL REGISTRY.--Reports of abuse shall be recorded in the
central registry Pe�is�Pies established and maintained by
the
department as required by s. 827.07 8�8T84l, dealing with abuse of
children. The Eaeh registry shaITcoritain information as to the name
of the abused eeve±e�ffle"�elly disabled person and the members of the
family or other persons responsible for his care, the facts of the
investigation, and the result of the investigation. The information
contained in the registry shall not be open to inspection by the
public .
However, appropriate disclosure may be made for use in
connection with the treatment of the abused person or the person
perpetrating abuse, and to counsel representing either person in any
criminal or civil proceeding. Appropriate disclosure may also be
made for use in connection with the hiring or employment of persons
to serve eevele�ffle"�ally disabled persons. In addition, information
contained in the registry may be available for purposes of research
relating to the abuse of eevele�ffle"�ally disabled persons.
The
department shall make such information available upon application by
a researcher or research agency of professional repute provided the
need for the records has been demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
department. Records shall not be opened under this provision unless
adequate assurances are given that names and other information
1588

(9)
IMMUNITY.--Anyone participating in the making of a report
pursuant to this section or participating in a judicial proceeding
resulting therefrom shall be presumed prima facie to be acting in
good faith and in so doing shall be immune from any liability, civil
or criminal, that otherwise might be incurred or imposed. Also, no
resident or employee of a facility serving ffle"�ally disabled persons
shall be subjected to reprisal or discharge because of his actions in
reporting abuse pursuant to the requirements of this section.
(10)
P RIVILEGES.--The physician- patient privilege, husband-wife
privilege, or any privilege, except the attorney-client privilege,
provided for or covered by law, both as it relates to the competency
of a witness and to the exclusion of confidential communications,
shall not pertain in any civil or criminal litigation in which the
abuse or maltreatment of a ffle"�ally disabled person is an issue or in
any judicial proceedings resulting from a report submitted pursuant
to this section.
(11)
P ENALTIES.--Anyone knowingly and willfully violating the
provisions of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the second
degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082,- eP s. 775.083 or s.
775.084.
Section 16.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1979.

Approved by the Governor June 29, 1979.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 3, ·1979_
CHAPTER 79-299
House Bill No. 1653
An

act relating to administrative procedures; amending s.
120. 52(1)(c}, (9) and (10), Florida Statutes, 1978
Supplement, redefining the terms "order" and "party"
for the purposes of the Administrative Procedure Act;
adding subsection (4) to s. 120. 53, Florida Statutes,
authorizing agencies to designate an official reporter
to
publish and index agency orders; amending s.
120.54(4)(c}
and
(11),
Florida
Statutes,
1978
Supplement, authorizing agencies to proceed with all
steps in the rulemaking process, except filing for
adoption,
while
a
petition
for
administrative
determination is pending; increasing the time limit on
the filing of rules; requiring agencies to certify that
time limitations for filing rules have been complied
with
and that no administrative determination is
pending and requiring the Department of State to reject
rules upon which an administrative determination is
1589
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CS/1111 lfiJ2

(AS P/ISSEO BY 'l'IIE l.EGTSL/l'l'URE)

J11nc. 8,

1979

]979

/\n nd,I i Lional issue WflS L:iter raised I.Jy a mc111bl!r of t lie commit t<'P
rc<Jan.linq the pr�sent iHJP. limitiltlon of 12 yo.,rn of <HJ<' illlll old<•r
in the voluntary adndssions procens. (l)
The Subcommittee on Social and Rehabllitatlve ServicP.,; (SRSI,
aftet· considerable review and µublic testimony, har, elecled to
address only l.ssues l, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and IO .in CS/llll 1612.

FLOIUll-\ I IOllSE OF HEPHESENTATIVES

lllt:lt J. llnkhdnr

T11ll11l111M,:,e
J IIVA'IT lllll>WN. St.. • .. erlHICIIAltD R IIIHlt:."I, At�111k•r l',o T""'I"'"'
CIIMMl'rn:E ON in;AI.TII a REIIAIIII.ITATIVF. s�;nv,n:s

June

1·1,1111111,on

,foe M.u11g t<m·Hl111w
\lk,.1l,i.hm11n

a,

[l.

1979

CS/Im lo32 attemrto to acdress those Issues out lined ahovP. ,,itt•
The thr11st of the ulll is to define in more
the exception of 2.
spP.clflc terms, due process protection for patients entering Florida's
mental health system and partlcularly with regard to civil con11nilme11t.
Adclltlonally, the present ilge l,arrier in the volunt.ary ,1dmissions
procesR is ellminated so thal children under the age of 12 ,nay
l,e voluntarily admitted for mental health treatment.

fl HEPOHT SlJDMITTED TO

TIIE COMMI1"l'EE ON IIEl\J.1'11 11rm REIIABILITl\'l'IVE SERVICES
HE:

GS/11:1 1632 uy IIHS Conunlttee

Florida Mental Health Act

Other Committees of Reference
llpproi,rlations
Similar/Companion Dills
CS/SD 1189

I.

Sectional /lnalysls
Section 1.
Clarifies the legislative intent that only the
least restrlcllve form of i 11terventlon be used wil:h menl11 l he11lth
patients.

Summa 1·y
l\.

Sectjon 2.
Amends an<l c1dtls certain dt?fi�dtion� incl11di11q n1r.!11L'1l
heultll professi.onill a11d expn:'!sB und infotmed co11Bent.

P1:esent Sit11atio11

The Florida Mental llealth Act, also referred to as the Baker
l\ct, was created in 1971 ;,rid comprlses Part I of C:hapter 394,
Florina Statutes.
Thls act ls Florida's civil commlt.ment statute
and provides for patient rights, emergency services, and voluntary
an<l involuntary hospltaUzation.

Sectlon 3.
alternative.

1'he Subcommittee on Mental llealth and llealth of the llouse
llealth and Rehabilitative Services Committee (IIHS) irlentlfic,d nine
I ss11e9 that required conunittce review including:

4.
5.
6.
7.
0.
9.

Amends s.

394.457 providing for the

least r·esl:dctive

Sectlon 4. !\mends 394.459 regarding patient rights providing
for the least restrlctive ulternative; requires a physlc11l ex,1111lnation
for cel'."tain patl.ents; requiring express and infonned consenl L,y
patients or their guardians; dP.letes the term physician and inserts
mental health professional; clarlfies abuse reporting proced11res;
adds human rights aclvocacy committees to the ).ist of patient reprc
senlatl ves1 clarifies the department's designation an patient:
representative and gives U,e patient a voice in 1:he selection of
a patient representative.

S11hseq11ent to the passage of the Daker l\ct, case law has es
tablished more specific terms which define the due process rlghts
/ldditionally, interest groups
of civilly committed patients.
throughout the state have identified possible gaps in the Daker Act.

1.
2.
J.

Prohaule Effect of Proposed Changes

criteria for involuntary hospitalizatlon;
standards of proof wl th regard to involuntary hospltal.izationr
express and informecl consent by a patient when the patient
is asked lo make a declsionr
clarlfication of abuse reportinq procedures,
pennitting a patient to acce1->t or refuse treatment afforcled
him;
providing th e lea,it restrictive type of care1
clarifying who may be a patient representative or advocate,
reducing the length of time lt takes a voluntary patient
to yain release, and
what professional grcups should l,e authorized to provide
treiltn,conl and certify ne"<l for involunt:ary
1111?nla l lwa
placemc,nt.

It\'

Secllon 5. /\mends 394.460 regarding rl<Jhts of physicians by
striking the term physician and lnsertlng mental heal Lh professional
Secj.:ion 6.
/\mends s. 394.461 regarding the transfe1· of
vo luntary piltients requiring expt·ess ancl informed consent for
such transfer.
Secllon 7.
!\mends s. )91.46) regarding c-mec·gency ad111lssion anrl
court ordered evaluatlons, slrlklng the term physician ancl insertinrJ
111enlal healll1 professional; providing for the leasl restrictive tyl'e
of services; requiring express and infonned consent with regard
Lo declslons by patlirnts; defl.nes more specifically the criteri a
for ,let:entlon of a pat.lent. for a court orclercd ev;iluation: 11,lds
l111111an ri.qhl.9 advocacy co111mi.tt-.c
�Ls� p�ip·nt rr-prerH�n1.al ivc�s; c:l<1t·ifics t.h" d,�pa1·t·m�
•� [>O�ion:trs o pf1tieut t·cpt<��;c11l;1t iv1•: <.111<] (JiVl�S lhf' p;1l ient ,1
icc·......_,H-Yllal-s �e1r·t·l.i«,n r•r<H:Pi;s.

rer:; � •._,.

A �•r1•l.,·o 11111. Sl•IT lliu•dnr

.(21! 11111111,. flfOr,,.111111,11111. y,.11,.1,u'"""• t"lorl,la 32.llH IIMllt JijN N:llft
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Seel.ion 8. l\111e11,ls s. 394.465 relating lo volu11tary adm.ission
reqtdrl.n<J express a11J Informed consent in dccis.ions by patients
or their guardians; deletes the term physician illld inserts mental
health professlonal1 reduced from five days to three the amount of
time it takes a voluntary patient lo gain release, provides for
transfer of a voluntary patient to involuntary status through the
court ordered evaluation process and removes the age limitation for
a<lmlssJon of children and provides for certain hearings in cases
when, chll<lren apply for services.
SP.ction 9.
l\111ends s. 3'14.467 relating to Involuntary nospl.tall
zatio11, deleting hospitallzation an<l inserting placemP.nt; defining
in more specific terms the criteria for involuntary hospitalization
reyuiring expresse<l and informe<l consent by the patient or guardian
ln certain irostances; re4uires use of the least restrictive
al ler11atlve Lased on the individual needs of the patient; and strikes
me11tal hospital an<l hospital and inserts facility.
Section 10.
llmends s. 394.469 relating to the discharge of
involuntary patle11ts, striking the term hospitalization and Inserting
pl.accmc11t.
SecUon 11.
llmc11,ls s. 394.471 relating to prior hospitalization
orders, striking the word hospitalization and Jnserting the term
pL1cerne11t.
SecUon 12. llmendR s. 394.47) relating to 'fees for attorneys
and physlcla11s, striking the term physicians and insertlng the term
mc,ntal health professional, and striking hospitalized and inserting
involuntarily· rc-talned.
Section 13.
l\mends s. 394.475 relating to acceptance of Florida
residents from out of state facilities deleting the term hospltalized
and hospital and i11serting placeme11t and facillty.
Section 14.
llmends s. 394.477 relating to residency requirements
deleting the term hos pi la 1 ization and inserting the term involu11tar lJ y
placed.
Section 15. l\mr,nds a. 827. 09 relating to the abuse of develop
me11tally disabled persons striking the term developmentally and
adding tl,r• term mr,nlal illness to the list of dis;iLled persons pro
tected hy lhe abur.e statute.
Section 16.
II.

Providing an effective date of OctoLer 1, 1979.

Private Sector/State/l�cal Fiscal Impact
11.

State Fiscal Impact

.June A,

1979

Memorial llnspital ;ind Northeast Florlt1<1 St.ale llospl t;d \vhic;h
would serve t:o complement tlie nmendments of the hill.
It is anll.clpated tlti'lt lhe provision which removes the a<Je
limitation for voluntary admission of children wi.11 have a fiscal
impact. 'fhe department anticJp;,tc,r, that tldA provision 011 pacJe 20
of the bill will result l.n 24 new l'atients a1111ually at a st.-.t<>
cost of $10,)36 annudllyJl}
The department has also estimated that the provision 011 page,
8 of CS/IID 1632 which affords all competent patln11l.s the ri.qht to
participate Jn treatment decisions may require the expenditure of
$1.2 million in the community inpatient program a6 the result of
It should be mentioned that this es
an extended length of stay.
timate is based on the assumption that the lnvoluntilry placeme11t
proceedl11gs for some patients will not he In itiated until compe
tency proceedings have been completed.
The determl11;,tlon of the
need for a guardian and the cletermlnation of the neecl for treatment
l\ddltlonally,
are separate proceedings and can begin at the same time.
it should be noted that these figures represent a small sample of
facilities which could have an effect on the validity. Current law
affords all patients the right to sign a11 author! zatlon for psychiatric
trenlment form and the provisions of CS/IID 1612 clarify that this
right is afforded to "competent" patie11t-s.
'fhe current practlce
dictates that a patient receives treatment regardless of whether the
authorization is signed by the patient.
It should also be noted that the department anticipates ll1ilt
additional court costs will be incurred ilS a result of an increase
Co11tact
in the number of incompetency and guardianship hearings.
with the State Court llclministr;,tor's Office indicates that cl,,t,1 Is
nol: available to indicate the extent of the Impact.
n.

J.o,:,-t_) Gov1!rrimcnt: Fl seal Impact

Presently Chapter 394, Part IV, the "Communlly Mental Health
Act" requires that for every three stale dollars used in a local
conununity, there must be one local dollar.
�.ocal match Jnclucl<!s
donations, certain patient fees, certain federal funds and local
government funds.
Increased growth of local pr·ogr,,ms coul,I r·c,all t
in increased demands on local government fu11dinq.
It should he mentloned that. In the llppropriatlon,r Tiet,
provlslons. are made for the slate to fund "new dcl11stit.utl.011i!li
zatl?n resldentii!l programs" at 100% of the ':'ost H,ereby reducing
the� impact of such n move to the local counl:re,:i. (
C.

The bill will focus attention on the provision of less
restrictive community based services instead of B tate hos pita Ls
which may require a shifting of state approprlations for these
hospitals to the community. The llonse l\ppropriat.lons Committee
current! y has incluclc<l in its recommendations funcling for a <lepop11L,ll 011 effort. for Soulh Plori,la Stale llospital, G. Pierce Wood

-4-

Private Sector Impact.

Use of the least restrictive alternative may reduce the nu111ber
of state hospitalizations and increilsn the demand for services at
tlw ioc;,l level which arc typically pnwlclc,cl hy private pr,,ct:it ion"'"
anri me11tt1l health ecnt0rs and clinics.
Tlii!J rnily ,1lso .tffPct·
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,June II,

1979

t·he use of community hospitals with reyarc'I to emerqency service and
cour:L ordered eval1111tio11s.
New pro')rams have bee11 established state
wide 11 s authorized through the /\ppropriations /\ct in 1978 which
acts as an alternative to community hospitals for Raker /\ct servlce.
Iha, of these facil l.tes has rec'luced the referrals of patients to state
illlll co111111u11ity hospilal proqn,m,:; at a rcduc.,,I coBI: to the state.IS)
CS/llll 1632 rcinfor·ccs lids trend.
'l'he bl 11 also authorl.zes other professionals to partir.lpate in
lhe Daker /\ct trealment and certification process.
This provision
111,1y impact 1.iy re,luclng the p;11·liclpallon of physicians in this
pn,c,,ss a11<l exp11nrlJ11q the partlc-ipatlon of other professional groups.
I I I.

COIIIIII(> ll t S

The !louse ll11S committee has passed, each year since 1976,
legislation amending the F"lorld;, Mental Health /\ct.
These bllls
i,ere not, however, enacted into law.
Many of the J.ss""" ,1ddrcssed
in lli<e hill wen, coven,d in Ur<,sr, bills.

1;tei;ol11tio11 directing llouse IIHS Committee to study Part I of
Chapter 394, Florida Statutes, April 1978.
2ncprescntative aurnsed
3Hev.lsed DIIRS Fiscal Impact Statement, 5/79
401111s l,udqet request 1979-81 biennium
5110h Co11,it:i.nt.i11e, !'h.ll., Mi,nta) ll"alth Proqrilm Office
Prq,.iu,d by:

Mike Cusick

SI.ii ff lli rector:

A. Stephen 111.11
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CS for H� �632-A bill to be entitled An act relating to mental
health; revising the Florida Mental Health Act; amending s.
394.453, Florida Statutes; providing legislative intent with re
spect to "placement" rather than "hospitalization" and with re
spect to the employme�t of the least restric_tive means of inter
vention; amending various prov1s10ns of said act to accomplish
such intent; amending s. 394.455(2), Florida Statutes and add
ing subsecti�n. (22); defining "m�n:tal health profes'sional" to
include physicians . a�d . other specified practitioners; providing
duties and respons1b1ht1es of mental health practitioners under
said act; defining '.'express and informed consent"; specifying
when such consent 1s reqmred under said act; amending s. 394.457(2), (6), (8), and (9), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement,
relating to responsibilities of the Department of Health and Re
habilitative Services, hearings, and designation of treatment fa
cilities; amending s. 394.459(1), (2), (3)(a), (4)(b), (5), (8),
(9), (10)(a) and (12), Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, relat
ing to rights of patients; providing for physical examinations·
providing for express and informed consent and providing pro�
cedures on refusal or revocation thereof; providing for emer
gency treatment _without consent under certain conditions; pro
viding for appointment of guardian advocate; providing re
quirements relating to reports of abuse; providing for inclusion
of human rights advocacy committees in designation of represen
tatives; providing conditions for selection of the department as
representative; providing for consultation with patient; amend
ing s. 394.460, Florida Statutes, relating to rights of mental
health professionals; amending s. 394.461(3)(b), Florida Stat
utes, relating to transfers of patients; amending s. 394.463,
Florida Statutes, relating to emergency admissions and court
ordered evaluation; providing criteria; revising requirements
with_ respect to selecti�n of representatives; amending s. 394.465,
Flor(da Statutes, rel�ting _to _voluntary ad1'.1i�sions; revising age
reqmrements and time hrmtations; providing for a hearing·
amending s. 394.467, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, relat�
ing �o involuntary placement; providing criteria; providing for
apporntment of a guardian advocate for patients incompetent to
give consent; amending s. 394.469, Florida Statutes relating
to discharge of patients; amending s. 394.471, Florida' Statutes
relating to validity of prior orders; amending s. 394.473, Florid�
Statutes, relating to mental health professionals' fees; amend
ing_ s. 394.475, Florida Statutes, relating to acceptance of Florida
residents from out-of-state authorities; amending s. 394.477,
Florida Statutes, relating to residence requirements; amending
s. 827.09, Florida Statutes, relating to abuse of disabled per
sons; deleting reference to "developmentally" disabled persons
and providing that disabled persons include those suffering
from mental illness; revising references to central registry·'
providing an effective date.

Yeas-96
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Beard
Bell
Boles
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Conway
Cox
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans

737

Ewing
Flynn
Fontana
Fox
Gallagher
Gardner
Gersten
Girardeau
Gordon
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hawkins, L.R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hodes
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Jennings
Johnson, B. L.

Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis, J. W.
Lewis, T. F.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Malloy
Martin
Martinez
McPherson
Meek
Melby
Mica
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Morgan
Nuckolls

O'Malley
Pajcic
Patterson
Price
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith, J. R.
Smith, L. J.
Thomas
Thompson
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Flinn
Hall
Johnson, A. E.

Johnson,R. C.
Myers
Nergard

Patchett
Spaet

Nays-11
Carpenter
Crady
Davis

Votes after roll call:

Yeas-Kiser, Sample, Weinstock
Nays-Brantley
Nays to Yeas-Spaet

So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately cer
tified to the Senate after engrossment.

RB 1782---:-A bill to be_ entitled �n. act relating to spouse
abuse; prov1dmg a defin1t10n; providmg for the issuance of
r�straining orders, without the necessity of legal representa
t10n, rn cases where spouse abuse is alleged· providing
penalties; amending_ s_. _409.602, Flo_rida Statutes, /973 Supple
ment; prov1drng def1mt10ns; amendmg s. 409.603, Florida Stat
utes, 1978 Supplement; directing the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative _Services to establish health, safety, and minimum
-was read the third time by title.
program reqmrement standards for certifying spouse abuse
centers to receive state funds; directing the department to
receive_ '.1-nd process app!icati_ons for state funding of centers;
Representative Batchelor offered the following amendment: authorizmg the entrance and rnspection of such facilities· direct
ing the department to prescribe by rule the standards for cer
Amendment 1-On page 43, between lines 7 & 8, insert a tification of a center; amending s. 409.605, Florida Statutes
new section 16 and renumber the subsequent section: Section 1978 Supplement; establishing requirements which a cente;
16. Subsection (5) is added to section 3 of chapter 76-168 must meet in order to be certified and receive funding; pro
Laws of Florida, as amended by section 1 of chapter 77-457: viding for out-patient services for victims of spouse abuse·
Laws of Florida, to read:
amending s. 409.606, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement; pro�
viding that information received by a center or the department
Section 3.
relating to_ spouse abuse s1:all be confidential and exempt from
the provisions of the public records act; amending s. 409.607
(5) �art IV of chapter 394, Florida Statutes, re/,ating to Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement; permitting Jaw enforcement
community mental health services, is repealed October 1, 1980. officers to notify persons subject to spouse abuse of the avail
ability of center services; amending s. 741.01 (2) Florida Stat
Mr. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which utes, 1978 Supplement; directing county court judges and clerks
was adopted by two-thirds vote.
of circuit _cou!'ts to collec_t an additional $5_ fee upon receipt
of an applicat10n for the JSsuance of a marriage license which
fee
shall be used to fund spouse abuse centers; providing an
Representative Batchelor offered the following title amend effective
date.
ment:
-was read the third time by title.
A_mendment 2-On page 3, line 7, insert after the semicolon:
d
g
m
a
subsection
to
section
3
of
chapter
76-168,
Laws
of
}1
The Committee on Rules & Calendar offered the following
orida, as amended, providing for the repeal of part IV of
chap ter 391, Florida Statutes, relating to community mental title amendment:
hea th
1 services;
Amendment 3-On page 1, line 6, strike "providing penalties;"

Mr. Batchelor moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.

Ms. Gordon moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.

The question recurred on the passage of CS for RB 1632. The
vote was:

The question recurred on the passage of RB 1782. The vote
was:
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The Committee on Transportation offered the following
amendment which was moved by Senator Holloway and adopt
ed:
Amendment 7-On page 1, strike all of line 17 through
and including line 18 and insert: providing exemption for motor
vehicles owned by licensed dealers under certain conditions;
amending s. 325.19, Florida Statutes;
On motion by Senator Holloway, by two-thirds vote SB
1304 as amended was read the third time by title, passed,
ordered engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote
on passage was:
Yeas-33
Anderson
Gorman
Grizzle
Barron
Hair
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Hill
Childers, D.
Holloway
Childers, W. D. Jenne
Dunn
Johnston
Fechtel
MacKay
Frank
McClain

McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Spicola
Steinberg

Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
Senator W. D. Childers announced that the meeting of the
Committee on Commerce scheduled for today had been can
celled.
.

\

The Senate resumed consideration of-

CS for. HB 1632-A bill to be entitled An act relating to
mental health; revising the Florida Mental Health Act; amend
ing s. 394.453, Florida Statutes; providing legislative intent
with respect to "placement" rather than "hospitalization" and
with respect to the employment of the ]east restrictive means
of intervention; amending various provisions of said act to
accomplish such intent; amending s. 394.455(2), Florida Stat
utes, and adding subsection (22); defining "mental health pro
fessional" to include physicians and other specified pradi
tioners; providing duties and responsibilities of mental health
practitioners under said act; defining "express and informed
consent"; specifying when such consent is required under said
act; amending s. 394.457(2), (6), (8), and (9), Florida Stat
utes, 1978 Supplement, relating to responsibilities of the De
partment of Health and Rehabilitative Services, hearings, and
designation of treatment facilities; amending s. 394.459(1),
(2), (3)(a), (4)(b), (5), (8), (9), (l0)(a) and (12), Florida
Statutes, 1978 Supplement, relating to rights of patients;
providing for physical examinations; providing for express and
informed consent and providing procedures on refusal or revo
cation thereof; providing for emergency treatment without con
sent under certain conditions; providing for appointment of
guardian advocate; providing requirements relating to reports
of abuse; providing for inclusion of human rights advocacy
committees in designation of representatives; providing condi
tions for selection of the department as representative; pro
viding for consultation with patient; amending s. 394.460,
Florida Statutes, relating to rights of mental health profes
sionals; amending s. 394.461(3)(b), Florida Statutes, relating
to transfers of patients; amending s. 394.463, Florida Statutes,
relating to emergency admissions and court-ordered evaluation;
providing criteria; revising requirements with respect to selec
tion of representatives; amending s. 394.465, Florida Statutes,
relating to voluntary admissions; revising age requirements and
time limitations; providing for a hearing; amending s. 394.467, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, relating to involuntary
placement; providing criteria; providing for appointment of a
guardian advocate for patients incompetent to give consent;
amending s. 394.469, Florida Statutes, relating to discharge of
patients; amending s. 394.471, Florida Statutes, relating to
validity of prior orders; amending s. 394.473, Florida Statutes,
relating to mental health professionals' fees; amending s.
394.475, Florida Statutes, relating to acceptance of Florida
residents from out-of-state authorities; amending s. 394.477,
Florida Statutes, relating to residence requirements; amending
s. 827.09, Florida Statutes, relating to abuse of disabled per
sons; deleting reference to "developmentally" disabled persons
and providing that disabled persons include those suffering
from mental illness; revising references to central registry;

645

adding a subsection to section 3 of chapter 76-168, Laws of
Florida, as amended, providing for the repeal of part IV of
chapter 394, Florida Statutes, relating to community mental
health services; providing an effective date.
-which was taken up pending roll call.
Senators Grizzle, Chamberlin and Fechtel offered the fol
lowing amendment which was moved by Senator Myers and
adopted by two-thirds vote:
Amendment 1-On page 43, line 19-22, strike all of said lines
Senators Grizzle, Chamberlin and Fechtel offered the fol
lowing amendment which was moved by Senator Myers and
adopted:
Amendment 2-On page 3, lines 7-12, strike all of said lines
and insert: references to central registry; providing an ef
fective date
CS for HB 1632 as amended was read by title, passed and
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-34
Gorman
Anderson
Grizzle
Barron
Hair
Carlucci
Henderson
Chamberlin
Hill
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D. Holloway
Jenne
Dunn
Johnston
Fechtel
MacKay
Frank

McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Spicola

Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Williamson
Winn

Nays-None
SB 1189 was laid on the table.
The President presiding
SB 443-A bill to be entitled An act relating to insurance;
adding s. 624.509(5), Florida Statutes; prohibiting the imposi
tion of a premium tax upon receipts of annuity premiums or
considerations paid by holders of annuity policies or contracts
in the state, issued in connection with the funding of a pension,
annuity or profit-sharing plan or individual retirement account
or annuity, qualified or exempt pursuant to Section 401, 403,
404, 408 or 501 of the United States Internal Revenue Code,
as amended; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Ways and Means offered the following
amendments which were moved by Senator MacKay and adopt
ed:
Amendment 1-On page 1, line 27, insert after the period (.):
Provided, however, that this exception shall apply only to re
ceipts of authorized insurers certified by the Department of
Revenue as having paid all taxes and fees past and currently
due and owing to the State of Florida or any agency thereof.
Amendment 2-On page 2, line 1, strike "Section 2" and in
sert: Section 2. This act shall become effective July 1, 1980.
The Committee on Commerce offered the following amend
ment which was moved by Senator MacKay:
Amendment 3-On page 1, line 27, after the word "amended"
insert: if the tax savings so derived are credited to holders in
this state. Upon request by the Department of Insurance, an
insurer shall submit to the Department evidence which estab
lishes that the tax savings derived have been credited to holders
in this state
On motions by Senator Barron, the rules were waived and by
two-thirds vote HB 315 and SB 894 were withdrawn from the
Committee on Rules and Calendar.
Senator Dunn moved that the rules be waived and the Com
mittee on Governmental Operations be granted permission to
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37-,1509-9
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to mental health; revising the
Florida Mental Health Act; amending s. 394.453,
4

Flcrida Statutes; r-rcviding legislative intent
with respect to "placement" rather than

6

"hospitalization" and with resi:ect to the
employment

of

the least restrictive means of

interventicn; arnendinq various provisions of
said act to accomplish such intent; amending s.
10

394,455 (2), Flcrida Statutes, and adding

11

subs ection (22); defininq "mental health

12

i:rofessiooal" to include physicians and other

13

specified practiticners; providing duties and

14

responsibilities cf mental health practitioners

15

under said act; defining "express and inforrried

16

consent"; soecifying when such consent is

17

required under said act; amending s.

18

394.457 (2), (6),

19

Statutes, 1978 Sui_::i_::lement, relating tc

20

resp onsibilities of the Department of Health

21

and �ehabilitative Services, hearinqs, and

22

desiqnation of treatment facilities; amending

23

s. 394,459(1),

24

(9),

25

sui:plement, relating to rights of i:atients;

26

providing for physical examinations; providing

27

requirements relating to reports of abuse;

28

i:roviding for inclusion of human rights

29

advocacy con:rni ttees in desiqna tion of

30

representatives; providing conditions for

31

selection ct tr.e department a� representative;

(8), and

,,•,_'>

(9), Florida

(2), (3)(a),

(4)(b), (S),

reprodur- r• bv
'VES
FL0910A STA."7 _
DEPARTME�iT 0F S ,,\Tf:
R.A. G?'V B_ · 'J11',
Ta,lahassee F cr;det '.:!3c - ,:50
Serie:;J.1__ Ca•1on!i..55
r-;.e ,==oker

(8),

(10)(a) and ( 12), Florida Statutes, 1978
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placerrent hes�itaii�ation rroceedinqs hereir. prcvided for,
2

s uch person may continue to be detained by the treatrrent

3

facility unless the circuit judge having jurisdiction en ters

4

bis crder to the contrary.

5

Section 14.

6

Section 394.477, Florid a Statutes, is

amended to read:
394.477

Residence reguirements.--No person s h all te

8

involuntdrily placed he�pitaii�ed in a treat�ent facility

9

under the provi si ens of this part who has not been a ton a fide

10

resident of the state continuously fer 1 year immediately

11

preceding hi s invcluntary placement �e�pi�a:l:i�atien.

12

any person net a tona fide resider.t cf the state may l:::e

13

involuntarily placed hespitaii�ed in a treatment facility

14

pendinq transfer cf s aid person back to the state of his

15

residence.

16

transferred to the state of his residence at the expense of

17

the courty from which he was involuntarily placed

However,

An indiger.t nonresident patient shall be

The treatment facility, with the approval cf

18
19

the department, shall retain any nonresident who cannot te

20

tr ansferred subject tc the prcvisicns of this part.

21
22
23
24

Section 15.

Section 827.09, Florida Statutes, is

arrended to read:
827.09

Abuse cf deve:l:ep�entai:l:y disabled persons;

reports; penalties.--

25

( 1)

DEFINITIONS.--As used ir. this section:

26

(a)

11

!:e..,.e:l:er,�entaB:.7 Disabled person" rreans any person

27

who suffers frorr a ccndition cf mental retardation, epilepsy ,

28

ceretral palsy, mental illness, or other disdtility which

29

c auses the person to te substantially unable to protect

30

himself from the abusive conduct of ethers.

31
36
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(b)

"Abuse" and "rraltreatrr:ent" rr,ean neglect,

malnutr ition, physical er psychological injury inflicted ether
3

than ty accidental means, and failure to provide necessary

4

treatment, habilitaticn, care, sustenance, clothing, shelter,

5

supervision, or medical serv ices.

6

(c)

"Abused person" means any de,,elopmental±y disabled

person who has been subjected to abuse or whose condition
8
9

suggests that he has teen abused.
(d)

"Facility" means any putlic or private hes pital,

10

training center, clinic, school, or ether program or service

11

for de,,e±ormentally disabled persons.

12
13
14

(e)

"Department" means the Cepartment of Health and

Rehatilitative Services.
( 2)

PURPOSE.--'Ihe purpose of this section is to

15

provide fer the detection and correction of the abuse or

16

maltreatment of de..,elepmentally disatled persons whose health.

17

and welfare are adversely affected or further threatened ty

18

the abusive conduct of ethers.

19

mandatory reporting cf such cases will cause the protective

20

services of the state to be brought to tear in an effort to

21

prevent further atuse and to protect and enhar.ce the welfare

22

of de,,elermentally disabled persons.

It is intended that the

23

(J)

REPORTS OF ABUSE,--

24

(a)

Any person, including, tut not limited to, any

25

physician, psychologist, nurse, teacher, social worker,

26

employee of a public er private facility serving

27

de,,�lopm�ntally disabled persons, or parent of such

28

de,,elop�entally disabled person, who has reason to telieve

29

that a ee,,elor-mentally disaoled person has been sutjected to

30

abuse shall report, or cause re�orts to b e made, to the

31

department.

�her. the attendance cf any perscn with respect to
37
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a de'lfele�!l'en�ally disal:led r:erscn is fUrsuant to the
2

perfcrmance of services as a member cf a staff of a hospital,

3

trair.ing center, cl i nic, school, or similar facility, he shall

4

also no tify the person in charge of the facility or his

5

designated delegate, �ho shall a lso report or cause reforts to

6

be made in accordance with the provisions of this section.
(b)

Every facility serving de'lfelo�mentally disabled

8

perscns shall inform residents of their right to rei:;crt

9

abusive practices and shall establish afi:;ror:riate policies and

10

procedures to facilitate such reporting.

11
12
13

( 4)

CONDITIONS PRELIMINARY TO SUBMISSION OF THE

REPOF<'I, -
In considerat ion of physical injury, the following

(a)

14

items shall l:e considered evidence cf rualtreatment before the

15

report is required:

16

1,

Characteristic distr ibution of fractures.

17

2,

Disproi:;ortionate amount of soft tissue injury.

18

3.

Evidence that injuries occurred at different times

19
20

or are in d ifferent stages of resolution.
4.

cause cf recent tr auma in quest ion,

21

s.

22

6.

History of previous epis odes.

23

7.

No new les ions occurring during the abused ferson's

Family or facility history.

24

hospitalization or rerroval frcm custcdy of parent, custodian,

25

or f aci 1 i t y ,

26

(b)

In consideration of abusive conduct in f acilit ies

27

for the de'lfe±o�menta±±y disabled, in addition to those items

28

enumerated in paragraph (a), the follawing ite.ns sh all be

29

considered evidence cf maltreatment before the report is

30

required:

31
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1.

Cruel and unusual disciplirary practices and

2

procedures, including, but not limited to, ccrporal

3

punishment, seclusion or excessive "time out" procedures,

4

unnecessary er excessive medication, and unnecessary or

5

excessive use of rhysical restraints.

6

2.

Evideuce of inappropriate or h armful program,

habilitation, or treatment.
8

J.

cause cf the recent abusive conduct in question.

9

4.

Individual or facility history.

10

5.

Evidence of degrading and dehumanizing practices

11

and i=rocedures.

12

(5)

NATURE ANC CONTENT OF REPORT.--An oral report

13

shall be rrade imrrediately by telephone or otherwise to the

14

department, followed as scon thereafter as possible by a

15

report in writinq.

16

names and addresses of the deveio�mentally d isabled person and

17

his parents or other i=ersons responsible for his care, other

18

deveio�mentaiiy disabled i=erscns, threatened by abusive

19

conduct, the abused person's age, the nature and extent of his

20

disability, the nature and extent of the injuries, and any

21

other information that the reporter believes might te helpful

22

in establishing the cause of the injuries, atuse, or

23

maltreatment and the identity of the perpetrator.

24

(6)

Such reports shall contain, if kncwn, the

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PUBLIC AGENCIES.--Upcn receipt

25

of a report cf abuse of a develermentally disabled person, the

26

department shall cause an irrmediate investigation tc be made

27

and shall in turn, when appropr iate, notify the State

28

Attorney.

29

to cccperate fully with the department, transmit reports of

30

abuse to the deoartment, and protect and enhance the welfare

31

of atused cievelo��ental±r disacled persons and de�ele�me�taliy

All state, county, and local agencies have a duty

39
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disabled rersons rotentially subject to atuse detected ty a
report wade pursuant to this section.
(7)

CENTRAL REGISTRY.--Reports of abuse shall be

4

recorded in t�e central registry re9±�tr±es established and

5

maintained by the departrrent as reguired by s, 827, 07 B�8T81i4,

6

deal ing with abuse of children.

The Eaeh registry shall

contain information as to the name of the abused
deveierme�taiiy disabled rerscn and the merr.bers cf the farrily
9

or other perscns respcnsible for his care, the facts of the

10

investiqation, and the result of the investigation.

11

information contained in the registry shall not be oren to

12

inspection by the r;ublic.

13

be made for use in connection with the treatment of the atused

14

rerson or the person i:erretrating abuse, and to counsel

15

representinq either i:erscn in any crirr.inal er civil

16

proceeding.

17

in connection with the hiring or err.plcyment cf persons to

18

serve deveierrnentaiiy disabled persons.

19

information contained in the registry may be available for

20

purposes of research relating to the abuse of �e�eier�ent�±iy

21

disabled persons.

22

available upcn application by a researcher or research agency

23

of professional repute provided the need for the records has

24

been derronstrated to the satisfaction of the dei:artment.

25

Records shall not be opened under this provision unless

26

adequate assurances are qiven that narres and other information

27

identifying deveierrnentaii 1 disabled persons will not ce

28

disclosed by the anplicant.

29

(8)

The

Hcv,;ever, ai:prq:riate disclosure rr.ay

Apprcpriate disclosure may also be made for use
In addition,

The de�rtment shall make such in fcrn:aticr.

TRANSMITTAL CF RECO�DS,--With resrect to any case

30

of reported abuse cf a de�e±o��en�aiiy disabled perscn, the

31

deractmer.t when a�rropriate shall transmit all rerorts
4)
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received by i t, which shall ccntain the results cf the
2

investiqati on, to the State Attorney of the county where the
incident cccurred.
(9)

4

r�mUNITY.--Anyone participating in the making cf a

5

report pursuant to this secticn CL participating in a judicial

6

proceeding resulting therefrom sh all be presumed prirra facie
to be acting in gcod faith and in so doing shall be immune

8

from any liability, civil or cri minal, that otherwise might te

9

incurred or imposed.

Also, no r esid8nt or employee cf a

10

facility servinq me�ta±l y disabled persons shall be subjected

11

to reprisal or discharge because of his acticns in reporting

12

abuse pursuant to the requirements of this section.
( 1 C)

13

PRIVILEGES.--The physician-patient privilege,

14

husband-wife privileg�, er any privilege, except the attorney

15

client privilege, pr ovided for or covered by law, coth as it

16

relates to the corrpetency of a witness and to the exclusi on of

17

confidential corrrnunications, shall not pertain i n any civil er

18

criminal litigaticn in which the abuse or maltreatment of a

19

menta±±y disabled person is an i ssue or in any judi cial

w

proceedings resulting from a report submitted pursuant to this

21

n

secticn.
( 11)

PSNALTIES.--Anyone kncwinqly and willfully

23

violating the provisicns cf this section is guilty cf a

�

misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s.

�

775.C82 L e� s. 775.083 or s. 775.084.
Section 16.

u
n

w

This act shall take e ffect October 1,

1979.

�
30
31
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HCUSE SUMMARY

4
5
6

10
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Generally revi ses the Florida Mental Health Act (the
"Baker /\ct") in the following areas:
1, Replaces references to voluntary and involuntary
"hospitalization" tc voluntary and involuntary
"placerrent."
2. Requires that the least restrictive means of
intervention be employed.
3. Provides duties and responsibili�ies of mental health
professionals (which includes physicians and other
specified practiti oners) rather than physicians, u nder
the act.
4, Specifies conditions under which express and informed
consent is required.
Revises provisicns relating to rights of patients,
requiring physical examinations in certain cases and
providinq reguiremer.ts relating to rer,::orts of abuse,
Revises requirerrents relating to designation of
representa tives. Revises certain criteria �ith regard to
court-ordered evaluations and involuntary placement.
Revises certain '3.ge requirerrents and time limi tati ens
with respect to voluntary admissions.
Also revises prcvi sicns relating tc abuse cf disabled
p.,-rsons, deleting references to "developmentally"
disabled persons and providing that disabled persons
include those suffering from mental illness.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

42
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CS for SB 1189
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to mental health; revising the
Florida Mental Health Act; amending s. 394.453,
Florida Statutes; providing legislative intent
with respect to "placement" rather than
6

"hospitalization" and with respect to the
employment of the least restrictive means of
intervention; amending various provisions of

9

said act to accomplish such intent; amending s.

10

394.455(2), Florida Statutes, and adding

11

subsection (22); defining "mental health

12

professional" to include physicians and other

13

specified practitioners; providing duties and

14

responsibilities of mental health practitioners

15

under said act; defining "express and informed

16

consent"; specifying when such consent is

17

required under said act; amending s.

18

394.457(2), (6), (8), and (9), E'lorida

19

Statutes, 1978 Supplement, relating to

:o

responsibilities of the Department of Health

21

and Rehabilitative Services, hearings, and

22

designation of treatment facilities; amending

23

s. 394.459(1), (2), (3)(a), (4)(b), (5), (8),

24

(9), (10)(a) and (12), Florida Statutes, 1978

25

Supplement, relating to rights of patients;

26

providing for physical examinations; providing

27

requirements relating to reports of abuse;

28

providing for inclusion of human rights

29

advocacy committees in designation of

30

representatives; providing conditions for

31

selection of the department as representative;
l
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Section 15.

21 amended to read:
827.09

Section 327.09, Florida Statutes, is

hbuse of eewe±epffieRea±±y disabled persons;

41 reports; penalties.--

51

(1)

( a)

DEFINITIONS.--As used in this section:

"Belfe±epAeRea±±y Disabled person" means any person

who suffers from a condition of mental retardation, epile2sy,
cerebral palsy, mental illness, or other disability which

8

9

10
11

causes the person to be substantially unable to ?rotect

himself from the abusive conduct of others.
(b)

"Abuse" and "maltreatment" mean neglect,

121 malnutrition, physical or psychological injury inflicted other

13
14

1

than by accidental means, and failure to provide necessary

treatf'lent, habilitation, care, sustenance, clothing, shelter,

15

supervision, or medical services.

17

person who has been subjected to abuse or whose condition

16

18

19

(c)

"Abused person" means any eewe±epffieReai±y disabled

sugJests that he �as been abused.
( d)

"Facility" means any public or private hospital,

WI training center, clinic, school, or other program or service

21 I for eewecl:-epffieRea±±y disabled persons.

22

(e)

24

( 2)

"Department" means the Department of Health and

231 Rehabilitative Services.

P"RPOSE.--The purpose of this section is to

251 ?rovide for the detection and correction of the abuse or

UI maltreatment of eewe±epffieR�a±±'f disabled persons whose health

VI and welfare are adversely affected or further threatened by

281 the abusive conduct of others.

It is intended that the

NI mandatory reporting of such cases will cause the protective

301 services of the state to be brought to bear in an effort to
31

38
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prevent Eurther abuse and to protect and enhance the welfare

of eeve±ep@eRea±±t disabled persons.

(3)

( a)
physician,

REPORTS Of ABUSE.--

/\ny person,

psychologist,

including,

but not limited to,

nurse, teacher,

social worker,

61

employee oE a public or private facility serving

81

eeve±ep@eRea±±y disabled person,

91

101

111

121

1139

eeve±e�@eRea±±t disabled persons,

any

or parent of such

who has reason to believe

that a ae'le±epmeR-l:a±±t disabled person has been subjected to
abuse s!1all report,
department.

or cause reports to be ;nade,

to the

'//hen the attendance of any person with respect to

a eeve±ef�eR-l:e±±t disabled person is pursuant to the

131

performance oE services as a member oE a staff of a hospital,

151

also notify the person in charge of the facility or his

141
16

17

1

18

191

WI

211

22

training center, clinic,

desiqnated delegate,

25
26

27

28

29

30
3I

or similar facility,

he shall

who shall also report or cause reports to

be made in accordance with the provisio.is of this section.

(b)

Every facility serving �eve±ep�eR-l:a±±t disabled

perso.is shall

inform residents of their right to report

abusive practices and shall establish appropriate policies and
procedures to facilitate such reporting.

(4)

231 REPORT.--

24

school,

(a)

CONDITIONS PRELIMINARY TO SUBMISSION Of THE
In consideration of physical injury,

the Eollowing

items shall be considered evidence of maltreatment before tl1e
report is required:
l.

C!1aracteristic distribution of fractures.

3.

Evidence that injuries occurred at different tirnes

2.

Disproportionate amount of soft tissue injury.

or are in different stages of resolution.
4.

Cause of recent trauma in question.
39
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL lJ...8..2

1.

Specifies that psychiatric nurses who qualify as mental
health professionals shall have two years post masters
experience.

2.

Provides the patient or guardian the right to consent to
treatment and provides for the discharge or for a process
to determine the involuntary placement of any voluntary
patient who refuses to consent to treatment;

3.

Provides for a hearing to determine the patient's competence
to consent to treatment and for the appointment of a
guardian advocate; and

4.

Removes the lower age limit for the voluntary admission
of children.

ts

Committee on

I

- '
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Health and Rehabilitative
Services
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� ';£,Staff
�
Chalrf17llor
Director
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BILL !lo. AIID SP�NSOR:

CS/SB 1189 by HRS and
Senator Myers

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

The Florida Mental Health Act, also referred to as the
Baker Act, was created in 1971 and comprises Part I of
Chapter 394, Florida Statutes. This act is Florida's civil
commitment statute and provides for patient rights, emergency
services, and voluntary and involuntary hospitalization.
Subsequent to the passage of the Baker Act, case
established more specific terms which define the due
rights o-f: civilly committed patients. Additionally,
groups throughout the state have identified possible
in the Baker Act.

law has
process
interest
gaps

In an interim study by the House HRS Committee and staff,
eight areas were identified that needed to be addressed
legislatively. They included:
1.

criteria for involuntary hospitalization;

3.

clarification of abuse reporting procedures;

2. express and informed consent by a patient when the
patient is asked to make a decision;
4.

provision for the least restrictive type of care;

5. clarification of who may be a patient representative
or advocate;

6. reduction of the length of time it takes a voluntary
patient to gain release;
7. the professional groups which should be authorized to
provide mental health treatment and certify need for
involuntary placements;

8. the present age limitation in the voluntary admissions
process of twelve years and older;

B.

9. the right of a patient to accept or refuse treatment
afforded him.
Effect of Proposed Changes:

The bill attempts to address those issues outlined above.
Its thrust is to define, in more specific terms, due process
protection for patients entering Florida's mental health
system, particularly with regard to civil commitment and
treatment. Additionally, the present age barrier in the
voluntary admissions process is eliminated so that children
under the age of twelve may be voluntarily admitted for mental
health treatment.
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Sectional Analysis
Section 1. Clarifies the legislative intent that only
the least restrictive form of intervention be used with
mental health patients.
Section 2. Amends and adds certain defini�ions including
"mental health professional" and "express and informed
consent".
Section 3. Amends s. 394.457 providing for the least
restrictive alternative.
Section 4. Amends 394.459 regarding patient rights
providing for the least restrictive alternative; requires
a physical examination for certain patients; requires
express and informed consent by patients or their guardians
including consent to treatment; deletes the term "physician"
and inserts "mental health professional"; clarifies abuse
reporting procedures; adds human right advocacy committees
to the list of patient representatives; clarifies the
department's designation as patient representative and
gives the patient a voice in the selection of a patient
representative.
Section 5. Amends 394.460 regarding rights of physicians
by striking the term "physician'' and inserting "mental health
professional".
Section 6. Amends s. 394.461 regarding the transfer of
voluntary patients requiring express and informed consent for
such transfer.
Section 7. Amends s. 394.463 regarding emergency
admission and court ordered evaluations, striking the term
"physician" and inserting "mental health professional";
providing for the least restrictive type of service;
requiring express and informed consent with regard to
decisions by patients; defines more specifically the criteria
for detention of a patient for a court ordered evaluation;
adds human rights advocacy committees to the list of patient
representatives; clarifies the department's position as a
patient representative; and gives the patient a voice in
this selection process.
Section 8. Amends s. 394.465 relating to voluntary
admission requiring express and informed consent in decisions
by patients or their guardians; deletes the term "physician"
and inserts "mental health professional"; reduces from five
days to three the amount of time it takes a voluntary patient
to gain release; and provides for transfer of a voluntary
patient to involuntary status through the court ordered
evaluation process; removes the age limitation for admission
of children; and provides for certain hearings in cases where
children apply for services.
Section 9. Amends s. 394.467 relating to involuntary
hospitalization, deleting "hospitalization'' and inserting
"placement"; defining in more specific terms the criteria
for involuntary hospitalization requiring expressed and
informed consent by the patient or guardian in certain
instances; providing for the appointment of a guardian
advocate who shall act on a patient's behalf if the court
finds that patient incompetent to consent to treatment;
requiring use of the least restrictive alternative based
on the individual needs of the patient; and striking
"mental hospital" and "hospital" and inserting "facility".
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Section 10. Amends s. 394.469 relating to the discharge
of involuntary patients, striking the term "hospitalization"
and inserting "placement".
Section 11. Amends s. 394.471 relating to prior
hospitalization orders, striking the word "hospitalization"
and inserting the term "placement".
Section 12. Amends s. 394.473 relating to fees for
attorneys and physicians, striking the term "physicians" and
inserting the term "mental health professional"; and striking
"hospitalized" and inserting "involuntarily retained".
Section 13. Amends s. 394.475 relating to acceptance of
Florida residents from out of state facilities deleting the
term "hospitalized" and "hospital" and inserting "placement"
and "facility".
Section 14. Amends s. 394.477 relating to residency
requirements deleting the term "hospitalization" and inserting
the term "involuntarily placed".
Section 15. Amends s. 827.09 relating to the abuse of
developmentally disabled persons striking the term "develop
mentally" and adding the term "mental illness" to the list
of disabled persuns protected by the abuse statute.
Section 16.
1979.
II.

Providing an effective date of October 1,

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:

Use of the least restrictive alternative may reduce the
nwnber of state hospitalizations and increase the demand for
services at the local level which are typically provided by
private practitioners and mental health centers and clinics.
This may also affect the use of community hospitals with regard
to emergency service and court ordered evaluations. New programs
have been established statewide as authorized through the
Appropriations Act in 1978 which serve as alternatives to
community hospitals for Baker Act service.
B.

Government:

The bill would focus attention on the provision of less
restrictive community based services instead of services in
state hospitals which would require a shifting of state
appropriations. This is consistent with other deinstitutional
izatibn efforts by the legislature.
The provision to delete the age limitation for voluntary
admission of children would have a fiscal impact. The
Department estimates that impact as follows:
Fiscal Year

Clients

Cost

1979-80

24

$22,752

1980-81

26

$26,618

1981-82

28

$30,954
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The department has also estimated that the provision
which affords all competent patients the right to refuse
treatment may require an additional expenditure in the
community inpatient program as the result of longer length
of stay in the program providing this service. The increase
for FY 1979-80 is estimated to be $1,600,224; for FY 1980-81,
$1,815,818; and for FY 1981-82, $2,061,695.
Current law affords all patients the right to sign an
authorization for psychiatric treatment and the provisions of
the bill clarify that this right is afforded to "competent"
patients. The current practice, however, dictates that a
patient receives treatment regardless of whether the
authorization is signed by the patient. It should also be
noted that the department anticipates that additional court
costs will be incurred as a result of an increase in the
number of incompetency and guardianship hearings. Contact
with the State Court Administrator's Office indicates that
data is not available to indicate the extent of the impact.
Presently chapter 394, Part IV, the "Community Mental
Health Act" requires that for every three state dollars used
in a local community, there must be one local dollar. Local
match includes donations, certain patient fees, certain
federal funds and local government funds. Increased growth
of local programs could result in incr�ased demands on local
government funding.
It should be noted, however, that the Appropriations Act
may contain provisions for the state to fund "new
deinstitutionalization residential programs" at 100% of the
cost thereby reducing the impact of such a move to the local
counties.
III.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:

